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Does Web Site Engagement Lead To Making A Purchase?
Abstract
Engagement with a brand, company, product or consumption topic can be achieved through
websites, a growing information source and purchase channel. As the number of websites and
switching alternatives increases, companies need to engage visitors for achievement of their goals.
Technology companies like Google or IBM have proposed engagement metrics albeit focused on
root metrics. Grounded on an engagement with technology construct we propose a research model
focused on the effects of being engaged with a website. Our approach differs from industry practice
as we measure website engagement with likert scales.
It is expected that website engagement will have a positive influence on five consequences highly
regarded by online marketers: purchase intention, web perceived value, non-switch intention, return
intention and virtual branding potential. Simulating an online travel agency selling twelve holidays
in the Seychelles Islands, we analyzed data from 336 Spanish-speaking respondents through partial
least squares path modeling (PLSPM). Findings reveal that website engagement only directly leads
to one of the hypothesized consequences, virtual branding potential. However, when mediated with
web perceived value, it significantly leads to all the proposed consequences: purchase intention,
non-switch intention, return intention and virtual branding potential. Our findings are relevant for
both academia and for industry, as online marketers, who are capable of engaging consumers
through web perceived value will obtain positive performance. From an academic point of view,
this research emphasizes that website engagement construct has five formative dimensions: positive
affect, focused attention, challenge, curiosity and involvement.

Practitioners and academic researchers are looking at ways to consistently keep consumers on Web
sites (Li, Browne and Wetherbe 2006). Although Web sites can be designed and launched with
relative ease, it is not sufficient anymore that they are just usable (Hausman and Siekpe, 2009) or fit
for purpose (Hong, Thong and Tam, 2005). In the thriving online context, it is necessary that Web
sites also engage consumers (Bakker and Sádaba, 2008). Both in academic literature and in industry
practice, attention is being given to the term Web site engagement. To engage is to ‘involve (a
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person or his or her attention) intensely’ (Collins Essential English Dictionary, 2006). Academic
research refers to an engaging experience as ‘something that attracts and holds our attention’
(Chapman, 1997) or that ‘catches and captivates user interests’ (Jacques, Preece and Carey, 1995).
Grounded on an engagement with technology construct (O’Brien, 2008), Hyder (2011) suggested a
Web site engagement construct revealing that it has five dimensions: positive affect, focused
attention, challenge, curiosity and involvement. He concluded that when users become engaged
with a Web site they experience these five qualities simultaneously and that it cannot be measured
with information systems variables such as clickstreams (Bucklin and Sismeiro, 2009).

In this poster we propose a research model focused on the effects of being engaged with a Web site.
It is expected that Web site engagement will have a positive influence on five consequences highly
regarded by online marketers: purchase intention, Web perceived value, non-switch intention, return
intention and virtual branding potential. Purchase intention can affect the revenue and profitability
of an online firm (Ranaweera, Bansal and McDougall, 2008); perceived value of a Web site is an
‘interactive, relativistic preference experience that results from visiting a Web site (Steenkamp and
Geyskens, 2006); switching to competitor Web sites is relatively easy on the Internet, although it is
expensive to acquire online customers and therefore online marketers wish to retain consumers as
long as possible on Web sites exposing them to product information (Li et al., 2006); customer
return intention is a common measure of online success (Karson and Fischer, 2005); and virtual
branding potential is the ability of a Web site to gain recognition and establish its existence in the
minds of consumers and public (Simeon 2001).
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336 Spanish-speaking respondents navigated on a data acquisition Web site that simulated an online
travel agency selling twelve holidays in the Seychelles Islands. All data were obtained with an
online questionnaire with 7-point likert scales previously used in recent literature. Data was
analyzed through partial least squares path modeling (PLSPM) and parameters significance was
obtained through bootstrapping (500 subsamples of the original sample size). Findings reveal that
Web site engagement only directly leads to one of the hypothesized consequences, virtual branding
potential. However, when mediated with Web perceived value, it significantly leads to all the
proposed consequences: purchase intention, non-switch intention, return intention and virtual
branding potential. Our findings are relevant for both academia and for industry, as online
marketers who are capable of engaging consumers with their Web sites will simultaneously obtain
five benefits: online purchases, Web perceived value, repeat visits to their sites, avoidance of
switching to competitor sites and the establishment of brand value in the minds of their visitors.
Web marketers wish to retain customers due to the elevated cost of acquiring online customers
compared to conventional channels (Li et al., 2006) and need to obtain revenue and profitability
(Ranaweera et al., 2008). It is known that repeat customers are five times more profitable than new
customers (Gupta and Kim, 2007) and that it is easy for Web customers to switch to competing sites.
When an e-commerce Web site is capable of engaging visitors, this also influences the virtual
branding potential of the site. Furthermore, in this research we have also demonstrated how easy it
is for online marketing companies to make use of science research in their Web sites. Whilst a
substantial portion of Web sites are developed by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) that
usually have less resources compared to larger companies, SMEs can benefit from integrating the
results of science research in their Web sites and avoid learning through trial and error as frequently
occurs (Lee and Kozar, 2009). We recommend that in future research, the relationship between
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Web site engagement and a Web site’s brand and URL are studied over time, and we also suggest
repeating this research with a different category of travel products as one of the limitations of this
research is that we only conducted the empirical analysis with a travel package category sold on the
Web site where our respondents navigated.
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